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Loop scattering in two-dimensional QCD
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Using the integrability conditions that we recently obtained in two-dimensional QCD with massless fermi-
ons we arrive at a sufficient number of conservation laws to fix the scattering amplitudes involving a local
version of the Wilson loop operator.
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Two-dimensional QCD (QCD2) has been studied by sev-
eral authors (see Ref. [1]for a review). The theory presents,
in a clear way, several features expected to characterize
strong interactions, but in addition to such desirable physical
features, it is possible to understand several of its properties
analytically. In fact, we claim that it is possible to obtain its
full on-shell solution, as far as the scattering of closed loop
(white) operators is concerned.

The problem of two-dimensional QCD with massless fer-
mions has evaded solution for 20 years, since 't Hooft's [2]
first attempt to solve the model for large number of colors.
Because of confinement we may integrate over the quarks,
leaving an effective interaction for the gluons. We thus rep-
resent the fermionic determinant in terms of a bosonic func-
tional integral over the (exponential of i times the) Wess-
Zumino-Witten (WZW) action [3,4] and use the Polyakov-
Wiegmann identity [3] (see below) to split the action of the
product of two fields in terms of the WZW action of each
single field and a contact term; this shows that, at the La-
grangian level, the dynamics factorizes in terms of several
conformally invariant theories (WZW and ghost actions),
and a nonconforrnally invariant piece, given by a WZW ac-
tion perturbed off criticality, which contains the (main) dy-
namical information. Finally, these fields, decoupled at the
Lagrangian level, are coupled via Becchi-Rouet-Stora-Tyutin
(BRST) constraints [5] obeyed by the theory, implying that

only white objects appear in the physical subspace. The most

important result implying the computability of the S matrix
is the integrability of the aforementioned off-critically per-
turbed WZW theory [6].

Let us briefly summarize the known results. The two-
dimensional QCD partition function with massless quarks is
given by
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The fermion may be integrated out in terms of the gauge
potentials U and V, introduced as

l
A+ =—U OI+U,

e

l
A =—VB V

e (2)

these in turn, are implemented in the quantum case via in-
clusion of the corresponding Jacobian in (1).As a result one
obtains the WZW action upon use of

detig = etr&uvl (3)

and

t BA+ BA
det = deti8''t'= e"v

i BU BVi (4)

I [U]= d xB~U '8 U
8m' p

+ dr d xe~ U UU 'B~UU 'BU,
4mJp

where a gauge-invariant regularization prescription has been
chosen to evaluate the Jacobian, fixing the contact term
A +A . Here cz is the second Casimir, defined in

f' 'f" '=
—,
' cv8'", where f' ' are the structure constants of

the color group. Therefore, the result is a function of the
gauge-invariant product UV; the well-known WZW func-
tional reads
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and obeys the Polyakov-Wiegmann identity l
trEF+ = —trUEU 'B+(XB X ')

e

I [UV]=I [U]+I [V]+ tr d xU B+UVB V4~
(6)

l—= —trEB+(X, B g ).e

We change the auxiliary variable E= UEU ' as

Above, the tilde denotes a field U(r, x), where

U(0, x) = 1, and U(1, x) = U(x).
In terms of the gauge-invariant combination X = UV, the

auxiliary E-field interaction becomes, upon introduction of
F+ as a function of U and V,

ie(ci,+1)
B+E=

2 P 'B+P

and use again the Polyakov-Wiegmann identity. This proce-
dure leads to a complete separation of variables at the La-
grangian level, as we see from

&[i~, r/, rI]= Wge' ~g~&U~ghosts]e' g"~s« ~e ' '&+ ~ Wp exp iI [p]+ tr d z[B+ (p B+p)]
P l

p, 0

f
Xexp i d zi A i, d z d w—Yg(z)(i8) '(z, w)r/(w)p p

)

where g= Ug V, X=PX, and P, =(cv+ 1)e/2m. The gauge
volume decouples. The quadratic and nonlocal piece, which
we symbolize by 5, can be linearized and made local by the
introduction of the identity

where the field B plays, in the dual case, the same role as
C did before, namely, it is an auxiliary field. The theory (9)
and its dual (11), (12) can be studied by simple methods. The
p (W) equations of motion correspond to a conservation law

2~ I'e» = WC exp i d x tr(B+C )

—p tr d xC (P 'B~P) (10)

where

B (I~' ) =0,

I~(x ) =4m@, J~(x+,x )+B+B J~(x+,x )

(13)

where C plays the role of an auxiliary field. The theory
contains hidden constraints, as discussed elsewhere [5,6].
Such constraints are essential to build the asymptotic states
of the theory, which cannot have color.

The nontrivial dynamical content of the theory is de-
scribed by the P field, which is the only nonconformally
invariant piece of the theory. It is useful to discuss the model
in parallel to its dual, obtained by rewriting the field C
appearing in Eq. (10) as C = (i/47rp)WB W , . After a
simple change of variables and use of (6), one obtains for the

p, C integration the partition function (below, we use

P=PW)

(
~Pe'~t/'~ NW exp —i(cy+ 1)I'[W]

J

2 tr d z[B+(WB W ')]
2 4irp, J

or, equivalently, the dual action

S= —(cv+ 1)I'[W]

+ [J~(x",x ),B+J~ (x+,x )], (i4)

w — ('v+ ) wI (x )= J + 2B~B J
4m 4m',

igB g
' —i(cv+1)XB $ '+J (ghosts)-0, (16)

i g 'B+g i(cv+ 1)X —'8+X+J+(ghosts) -0, (17)

leading to two BRST nilpotent charges Q —,as discussed in

[5,6]. Therefore we find two first-class constraints. For the
dual theory one finds a very similar structure (see [1,6]).
Second-class constraints also show up, being given, respec-
tively, by

Notice that for the current I (x ) we have only local ex-
pressions. Concerning the current J~, the first-class con-
straints are given by

+tr — d x B + B+BB WW (12) A~i=(PB P );/+4imy(PC P ');1,
—(gB g );i,

(i8)
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1
0, =(cv+1)X '8~X —(cv+1)W e~w+ —W 'eiBW

The structure is even clearer in the W language, where the
right-SU(N) transformations are generated by the currents

=0. (19) SU(N) p

To obtain the consequences of such a huge set of conserva-
tion laws and constraints, we have to verify how the corre-
sponding charges act on asymptotic states. This action can be
unraveled once one knows the Lorentz transformation prop-
erties of the charges. A useful set of conserved charges is

SU(N)—
+

cy+ 1 i 1
W 8+ W+

4m 4~p,
w eiB w, (26)

while the left-SU(N) transformations are derived from the
currents

Q(")= dx(t x)"I—(x) (20) cy+1 1J "' '= 8 WW '+ [B,a WW ']4' 4~p,

[T g(n)] g (n) (21)

It is not difficult to obtain the commutation relation between
the Lorentz generator and the charge

J SU(N)L 1
+ 4~p, (27)

d
dO' (22)

from which one obtains, for the asymptotic charge, the ex-
pression

g(n) ( )nJ (23)

where J is the generator of the right transformations for the

p fields. This would mean that the first charge Q(') is the
generator of right-SU(N) transformations for the p fields. In
the quantum theory there is no contribution from the short-
distance expansion of J and 8 J, since divergences are
too mild. The SU(N) transformation generators are simple to
compute. In the p language one has, for left-SU(N) trans-
formations,

where the Lorentz generator T acts on an asymptotic one-
particle state as a derivative with respect to the rapidity 0
[i.e., p„=m(cosh e, sinh e)]:

In the p„ language the left indices, such as a, b, c,d are
thus free, described by a trivial S matrix, while the right
indices, such as i,j,k, l are described by an SU(N) covariant
integrable S matrix, which has a well-known classification
[7]. Indeed, SU(N)-invariant 5 matrices of the integrable
type can be classified within 5 very definite types [7]. The
first one is trivial. The third one is O(N) invariant and does
not concern us here. The fourth and fifth types have a rather
strange form, but what decides for the S matrix of the second
type is the fact in such a case the particle/antiparticle back-
ward scattering vanishes: a characteristic of scatterings
where antiparticles are bound states of particles, or a bound-
state structure as in the Z)v model appears (see Chap. 8 of
Ref. [8]). In the present case, for large N, the interpretation
of p as a Wilson loop variable implies p —p. We thus write
the (unique) ansatz for scattering of p particles obeying the
above requirements:

(al el bj e2I«e3die4)
= 8'(e, —e3) 8(e2 —e4)

SU(N) p+

(24)
1

Pp '+i/ PC P'-, -
4vr

X Bnc6bd(ul( e) BikBjl+ u2( e) BilBjk)

+ b(e, —e, ) b(e, —e, )

X BndBb~(ul ( e) BilBjk+ u2( e) Bik8j l) (28)
while for right-SU(N) transformations we obtain

J '"("'=ipC +[8+C,C ],

1
sU(N) p

—1 e p+ 4m
(25)

For the first set, i.e., the left transformations, one finds
that the currents are equivalent to analogous chiral currents
corresponding to free fields. On the other hand, the right
transformations lead to an infinite number of conservation
laws due to the presence of the Lax pair, and reproduce Eq.
(13); therefore we have confirmed the fact that (13) generates
the right-SU(N) transformations. For the left transformations
we obtain only left-moving currents, which explain con-
straints such as Eqs. (18) and (19), where they are expressed
in terms of free WZW currents.

where 0= 0&
—02 is the relative rapidity. A similar result for

the dual theory exists, where the left and right definitions
have to be interchanged; namely, the field is W;„ in the dual
case. Notice that here we are not concerned with the other
sector, describing the vacuum.

The 5 matrix of the SU(N) theory is such that
a.2= (27ri/Ne)oi. A pole term describing the condition
p2= p, suitably interpreted as a bound-state structure is
given by

sinh( e) +i sin(7r/3)
Bbi (e) =

sinh( e) —i sin(7r/3)
(29)

Finally, the only asymptotic states compatible with gauge
SU(N) color symmetry, are those confining such degrees of
freedom; therefore we have the scattering elements [8]
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(010210304) BN(0)l ~(01 03) ~(02 04)

For large N, the amplitude is given by (29), since in this
limit o., = 1 +0(1/N), and o.2 =0(1/N), and we write

sinh( 0) +i sin( m'/3)
(010210304) ~

h(0
~

( 3 [~(01 03) ~(02 04)

+ 8(0,—04) 8(0z —03)], (31)

whereas for finite N the coefficient needs further information
to be fixed. Expression (31) is a highly nontrivial result,
representing our main achievement. However, it is clear that
Eq. (30) is valid for arbitrary N. Although we cannot com-
pute B&(0) for arbitrary N, the information contained there,
is of importance, due to the possibility of writing any scat-
tering process in two-dimensional QCD in terms of a single
function.

Notice that in our formulation the Fermi fields disap-
peared completely from the partition function, as, e.g. , in Eq.
(12). This is due to the fact that our present results are en-
tirely based on the bosonized form of the theory, where the
fermions, or more exactly the bound states of fermions are
traded for a set of bosonic fields g and P, where g (together
with X and the ghosts) describes the vacuum sector (see Ref.
[9]) while the p field describes the massive sector. Thus, the
physical content of the theory is obtained from the p field.
However, an explicit interpolating operator relating it to the
quark-antiquark bound states cannot be obtained in a simple
way. There is a simpler picture in the Abelian case, where

p is the exponential of the field strength, and directly de-
scribes the meson. Along these lines, a more physical insight
about the significance of the p field was later obtained in
Ref. [9], where it was understood that after bosonizing the
theory, a change of variables as discussed in the steps going
from (5) to (12) was essential to separate the physical de-
grees of freedom. Thus, part of the quark-antiquark degrees
of freedom percolates to the vacuum sector, conferring to it a
nontrivial structure, as discussed in Ref. [9], while the mas-

sive part is described by the p field. However, due to the
infinite gauge tails involved in the transformation, a direct
interpretation in terms of the original fields cannot be given
at present. In this direction we would have to rewrite the
conservation laws in terms of quark bound states, and find
their action on hadronic asymptotic states. We are presently
involved in such a project, but a definite answer is still be-
yond reach, since we need a full comprehension of the prob-
lem of confinement, and of how to build the relevant had-
ronic bound states, respecting the confinement constraints.

Concerning the physical interpretation of the fields we
have considered in this paper we have to elaborate on the
above description. Indeed, p was introduced in Eq. (8),
meaning that P is a loop-type variable, namely,

ep=e' & t'v+ i)~+ non-Abelian corrections.

Since the E equation of motion is

E=F+

the loop character of p is obtained, although we still have to
take into account the dressing arising from the transforma-
tion

E= UEU

implicit in the above. Such a loop is expected to be described
as physical variable, connected, as discussed in [9] and
above, to the physical (dressed) part of the quark-antiquark
bound states.

Finally, concerning the large-N limit, we have for color-
less states to take the trace of the p field, namely, trp. In the
large-N limit the scattering for such objects is extremely
simple, being described by the phase (29), consequence of
the bound-state description of the constraint. This is also
compatible with the fact that the large-N limit accommodates
a string-type description, which for pure QCD2 was dis-
cussed in a series of papers by Gross [10].
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